Vertical Growing

20 Corn Plants in 4 SF!
Grow Power!

Finally, a system flexible enough to allow limitless combinations of light, grow media and nutrient
choices suited to anyone’s imagination. Portability,
flexibility, scalability and efficiency are just a few of
the highlights in a feature rich product line.
Our systems use low DC voltage for safety and the
ability to operate on or off the electrical grid. Your
choice as to level of automation. Up to 90% less water is required compared to traditional irrigation
methods. Natural or artificial light easily configured
Extremely high crop yield per square foot (0.1m) of
space. Requires no hydrocarbon fuel unlike traditional farming. Labor cost to operate competitive or less
than traditional cultivation Simple to use and operate even for those with limited gardening skills Rapid
return on investment
Organic gardeners will love our system having full
control over their food supply. Hydroponic gardeners
will find the system compatible with their existing irrigation pumps and tanks. We also provide various
lighting options for enclosed operations. Anyone desiring a self-sufficient lifestyle can easily incorporate
our vertical gardens to their survival plans. Literally
the possibilities are endless.
Welcome to a new world of agriculture and horticulture. Come grow with us.

VGS-200

8903 West Anthony Road
Ocala, Florida 34479
(352) 620 8444
www.SunStateOrganics.com

VGS-400

Vertical Growing Systems
Empowering people to
take control of their food supply in a
clean, efficient and fun way.

• VGS-400 (48”x48”x84” Front)
4 Pole with 80 - 8” Bags
• GROWPOL SYSTEM
• VGS - 100F
Poles spaced 4’ O.C. Typically
Pole Can be solar powered
• VGS - 300 (14”x4”x4”)
60 - Bags on a pole
• VGS - 200 (11’ tall back cover)
40 Bags on a Pole

GROWPOL SYSTEM

GROWPOL SYSTEM

VGS-100 F

VGS-300

Pole manually rotates
All pots individually fed
Systems are connectable and can be motor driven.
• Expansion Pack (to connect Trees)
• Motor and pulleys
• Belt for 2 Trees
• Belt for 3 Trees

